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“I’ve been on
many journeys.
But I’ve yet to
discover a place
like this.”

AISHWARYA RAI-BACHCHAN
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Ambitious dream. Tribute to Nature.
Embodiment of what a great city deserves.
Welcome to Mumbai’s first true urban oasis.
The 7-acre park – nearly 1.5 times the size
of the world’s largest cricket field, the MCG –
is envisioned on the scale of a city park, and
inspired by the great urban parks of the world:
Central Park, New York, Hyde Park, London
and Ueno Park, Tokyo. Set in South Mumbai’s
prime locale, Worli, at the very start of the
Golden Mile, Mumbai’s lifestyle hub, The Park
is a rich landscape designed to provide a
multitude of experiences and a diverse range
of delightful environments. Pulsating with
vibrant life and activity, and so rich in
experiences, that it would take a lifetime to
enjoy all of them.
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The Park is a celebration of the incredible
diversity and abundance of Mother Nature.
Encompassing a variety of moods and
expressions, and a vast range of scales,
from a wide maidan to intimate spaces for a
couple to retreat to.
Tall magnificent gates usher you into a
gracious courtyard with a reflection pool,
reminiscent of a grand entry into a palatial
ground. A tree-lined avenue beckons you
onward, winding up a hill through terraces of
flowering plants, to arrive at a lush 7-acre
expanse, set 70 feet above the ground. A haven
of flowers and fruit trees, serene pools and
soothing waterfalls, butterflies and birds:
a destination aptly called The Park.
From your vantage point, you can see the oval,
tree-fringed turf that is the maidan, the hub
of all sporting activity. While picnic spots,
shaded decks, charming lawns and tree-fringed
enclosures invite happy family gatherings and
lively times with friends.

NATURE’S BOUNTY TO
WALK IN AND IMMENSITY
TO DREAM IN
– WHAT MORE COULD
YOU ASK FOR?
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Across a bridge, on the other side, extends
the sprawling children’s playground.
A sand-pit, a skating rink, an irresistibly
tempting tree house, and grassy expanses
for quiet recreation or exhilarating games
and sports – The Park provides the perfect
environment for children to revel in.
More sophisticated venues await you –
a magnificent clubhouse framed with
hanging gardens and trees, a world-class
gym, elegant party venues, sports courts,
a private theatre and a well-stocked library.
While a lotus water-garden and lily bay,
picnic islands, wetlands garden, and a
butterfly island invite you into the
comforting embrace of nature.
Water spreads its magic everywhere
with several swimming pools, water bodies
and a magnificent canal – cooling the
environment and providing experiences
inspired by Mumbai’s rich coastal history.
Organic gardens, thriving with herbs,
vegetables and healing plants, and a spice
garden redolent with nutmeg, clove and
cinnamon – ensure the freshest ingredients
are grown in your backyard, for your health
and well-being.

The 7-acre expanse that gives The Park its
name is much more than a haven of green. It is
a tapestry of experiences, unfolding gradually
for you. Chasing butterflies or playing tennis,
attending a rock concert or climbing a rock wall,
being soothed by a spa or waterfall, picking
herbs or fruits – every nook of The Park has been
designed to stimulate, enlighten and enrich.

ONE PARK.
INFINITE
EXPERIENCES.
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AN
ECOSYSTEM
AT YOUR
DOORSTEP

“The soul cannot
thrive in the absence
of a garden.”
THOMAS MORE
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With over 1000 trees of different species, a butterfly
garden, canals teeming with colourful fish, serene
waterfalls and fountains, The Park is a complete
ecosystem unto itself. Fitting harmoniously into this
natural haven are a variety of themed gardens, a fruit
orchard, shaded walkways and avenues, pavilions for
the elderly, and world-class open-air health and
fitness facilities. Creating a world complete in itself,
and in perfect harmony with the universe.

I TURN TO NATURE TO BE
SOOTHED AND HEALED,
AND TO HAVE ALL MY
SENSES EXPLOITED.
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7-ACRE PRIVATE PARK – THE SIZE OF
6 FOOTBALL FIELDS PUT TOGETHER
___
GREEN EXPANSES & LAWNS
___
TODDLERS’ GARDEN
___
LILY BAYS
___
PICNIC GARDENS
___
SENIOR CITIZENS’ GARDEN
___
WETLANDS NATURE GARDEN
___
AMPHITHEATRE
___
LOTUS WATER GARDEN
___
REFLECTION POOL
___
BUTTERFLY ISLAND
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EVERYTHING
FOR MIND,
BODY AND
SOUL

“Adopt the
pace of nature:
her secret is
patience.”
R ALPH WALDO EMERSON
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“Whatever a city
takes away, The Park
gives back.”
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Me-time is no longer a luxury – you have it in
abundance at The Park. In the serenity of a temple,
the soothing environs of a luxury spa, the restful
silence of a library, the warm embrace of a Jacuzzi
pool by a waterfall, or the quiet hush of a shaded
garden. Each in their own way restoring the
equilibrium of mind, body and soul.
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WORLD-CLASS LUXURY SPA
___
SERENE GANESHA TEMPLE
___
WELL-STOCKED LIBRARY
___
OPEN-AIR JACUZZI BY THE WATERFALL
___
MEDITATION PAVILIONS
___
REFLEXOLOGY GARDEN
___
LOTUS WATER GARDEN
___
READING AREAS
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SOCIALLY
COMPATIBLE

“The world is
round so that
friendship may
encircle it.”
PIERRE TEILHARD DE CHARDIN
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BEFORE
NETWORKING,
THERE WAS
FRIENDSHIP.
Because friendships enrich your life, The Park’s
design incorporates a number of relaxed settings
for mingling and easy socialising. With a sprawling
clubhouse, stylish cafés and dining venues, indoor
games room, private theatre, charming open-air
sit-outs and picnic spots, The Park provides every
opportunity to enjoy the company of like-minded
people and build lasting bonds.
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50,000 SQ. FT. CLUBHOUSE
___
INDOOR GAMES ROOM FOR TABLE TENNIS,
SNOOKER, CARROM AND CARDS
___
GOURMET RESTAURANTS AND CAFÉS
___
POOLSIDE CAFÉ
___
BANQUETING FACILITIES – 2 PARTY HALLS
AND PARTY LAWNS
___
LUXURY GUEST ROOMS FOR FAMILY & FRIENDS
___
OUTDOOR CINEMA
___
PRIVATE THEATRE
___
AMPHITHEATRE
___
PICNIC SPOTS, SIT-OUTS, GARDEN PAVILIONS
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FITNESS
FIRST

“My childhood
may be over, but
that doesn’t mean
playtime is.”
RON OLSON
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“Out here, the toughest
challenge is deciding
what to do next.”
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With 6 swimming pools, a gym by Evander Holyfield
along with training programs by Ramona – personal
fitness trainer to the international swish set, courts
for every possible sport, a yoga studio and more,
you can have a different fitness routine every day –
and enjoy all of them. With exceptional facilities in
an invigorating environment, The Park makes it easy
to have a happy mind in a healthy body.
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6 SWIMMING POOLS: FULL-LENGTH LAP POOL,
COVERED TEMPERATURE-CONTROLLED POOL
FOR LADIES AND CHILDREN, KIDS’ POOL,
TODDLERS’ POOL, FAMILY POOL SPREAD OVER
70 METRES, TURKISH ‘HAMMAM’ POOL
___
INDIA’S FIRST EVANDER HOLYFIELD GYM,
PROVIDING A WORLD-CLASS FITNESS
& TRAINING SYSTEM TO BRING OUT THE
CHAMPION IN YOU
___
WORLD-CLASS BOXING RING
___
321 TRAINING – A FITNESS REGIMEN PATENTED
BY RAMONA BRAGANZA, PERSONAL TRAINER
TO HOLLYWOOD CELEBRITIES
___
COURTS FOR EVERY SPORT – TENNIS,
BASKETBALL, VOLLEYBALL

AIR-CONDITIONED INDOOR SPORTS COURTS –
TENNIS AND BADMINTON
___
CRICKET GROUND WITH FULL-SIZE
CRICKET PITCH
___
200 MTR. ATHLETICS TRACK
___
SPORTS GROUND WITH FOOTBALL FACILITIES
AND PROVISIONS FOR OTHER SPORTS
___
1 KM+ JOGGING & WALKING TRACK
___
9-HOLE PUTTING GREEN
___
OUTDOOR GYM

WORLD-CLASS
FITNESS EXPERTISE:
HOLYFIELD GYMS
AND
RAMONA BRAGANZA.
Holyfield Gyms, a network of exceptional
gyms set up by legendary boxing champion
Evander Holyfield, brings to The Park a
world-class fitness and training system
driven by a sharply-focussed philosophy:
Find the champion in you.
Ramona Braganza, personal trainer of
Hollywood stars Jessica Alba, Halle Berry,
Anne Hathaway and Bradley Cooper, brings
in her celebrated 321 training method –
a regimen that has created exceptionally fit
bodies in a short span of time, using minimal
equipment. Drawing upon her own
experiences as a competitive gymnast,
Ramona’s method aims to empower people
with fitness for the body, wellness for the
mind and peace for the spirit.
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FUN
FOR
KIDS

“Play is our
brain’s favourite
way of
learning.”
DIANE ACKER MAN
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Friends, freedom and memorable experiences –
The Park gives your children the active, carefree
childhood you’ve always wanted for them. Nature’s
bounty to explore and discover, a world-class
playground for sport and recreation, and ample
avenues for fun. For a child, The Park is like
a holiday that lasts forever.

IT’S HARD TO
CONTAIN JOY.
ESPECIALLY WHEN
YOU HAVE 7 ACRES
TO SPREAD IT.
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PLAYZONES FOR KIDS 2-14 YEARS:
– KIDZFUN, AN INDOOR PLAY AREA /
CRÈCHE FOR KIDS 2-8 YEARS
– ENTERTAINMENT ZONE WITH
VIDEO GAMES, BOARD GAMES AND
MORE FOR KIDS 8-14 YEARS
___
EXTENSIVE LIBRARY WITH OVER
4000 BOOKS
___
WORLD-CLASS INDOOR KIDS’
PLAYGROUND
___
ACTIVITY ROOM – DANCE CLASSES
BY SANDIP SOPARKAR AND MUSIC
BY FURTADOS SCHOOL OF MUSIC
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OUTDOOR KIDS’ PLAY AREA WITH
EXTENSIVE PLAY EQUIPMENT
___
PET GARDEN & WALK
___
TREE HOUSE
___
PICNIC SPOTS
___
ROCK CLIMBING WALL
___
BUBBLE JETS
___
OUTDOOR CHESS
___
KIDS’ POOL
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STAY
HEALTHY
ALL YEAR
AROUND.

“Health is a
relationship between
you and your body.”
TERRI GUILLEMETS
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“For me, healthy living
isn’t an option.
It ’s a way of life.”
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A salad of garden-fresh greens tossed with a herb
dressing tastes infinitely better, when you know the
ingredients are picked fresh from your own gardens.
With separate organic gardens for herbs, spices and
vegetables, a fruit orchard, and a world-class health
club, The Park ensures you enjoy complete health
and well-being, all year around.
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ORGANIC VEGETABLE GARDEN
___
ORGANIC HERB GARDEN SERVING
HERBAL INFUSIONS
___
FRUIT ORCHARD
___
ORGANIC CAFÉ SERVING THE
FRESHEST TEAS
___
WORLD-CLASS HEALTH CLUB WITH
CHAMPIONS’ GYM
___
JUICE BAR
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BLESSED BY
NATURE’S BOUNTY.
AND DESIGNED TO
STAY SO FOREVER.
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OVER 85% OF THE DEVELOPMENT
IS OPEN SPACE
___
OVER 1000 TREES TO IMPROVE AIR
QUALITY AND PROVIDE GREEN COVER
___
SOLAR POWER FOR COMMON AREAS,
REDUCING MAINTENANCE COSTS AND
ADVERSE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
___
GREEN WALLS TO REDUCE NOISE
AND POLLUTION
___
WASTE-WATER RECYCLING WITH
ADVANCED MBR TECHNOLOGY
___
ADVANCED RAIN-WATER
HARVESTING SYSTEM

The Park has been conceived and designed with
an abiding respect for nature, and every effort to
enrich life in a responsible manner. Which is why it
not only incorporates an abundance of flora
and fauna, but also every system and process to
protect and preserve the environment.
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THERE’S NO SUCH
THING AS WANTING
TOO MUCH.
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With everything you could conceivably want at
your doorstep, and every wish from the routine
to the fanciful catered to, quickly, efficiently and
meticulously, the only thing you need do at The
Park is sit back and enjoy the good life.

LUXURY RETAIL PLAZA WITH AMPLE
SHOPPING AND DESIGNER BRANDS
___
CONCIERGE SERVICES BY CLUB
CONCIERGE
___
GOURMET RESTAURANTS, PARTY
VENUES AND OPEN-AIR LAWNS
___
24/ 7 CONNECTIVITY WITH WI-FI ACCESS
ACROSS THE PARK
___
CONVENIENCE STORE PROVISION
___
ATM PROVISION
___
FULLY-EQUIPPED BUSINESS CENTRE
WITH 2 MEETING ROOMS
___
MAINTENANCE STAFF AROUND
THE CLOCK
___
24/ 7 MEDICAL FACILITIES
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THE ONLY THING
MORE SECURE THAN
MOTHERHOOD IS
KNOWING YOUR
CHILD IS SAFE.
A 7-level, world-class security system, deploying
the finest technology and personnel, surrounds
The Park, making it the safest haven for you and
your family. So wherever you are in its 7-acre
expanse, you are safe and secure.
___
The security system includes CCTV monitoring,
RFID identification of vehicles, swipe card controls
and pre-entry registration & visitor tracking.
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CHOOSING WHERE
TO LIVE: EASY.
CHOOSING HOW TO
LIVE: NOT SO EASY.
Conceived by WOHA, a firm internationally acclaimed
for imaginative, sensitive design, The Park offers a
choice of luxury options to live around it: towering
high-rises, charming townhouses, and the rarest luxury
in a city starved of space: private bungalows. All of
which enjoy stunning views of The Park, the Arabian
Sea and the Mahalaxmi Racecourse, impeccable design,
the finest global fitments and finishes, and the most
advanced home automation and security. Making even
an ordinary day at The Park, an enriching experience.
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A GEM OF A LOCATION:
SET WITHIN THE CITY’S
GOLDEN MILE.
The Park stands tall at the starting point of
Mumbai’s Golden Mile in the epicentre of Worli –
a glittering stretch where landmark residential and
commercial developments rub shoulders with the
finest hotels, luxury retail malls and premium
entertainment hubs. With its enviable location,
The Park offers easy access to the luxury lifestyle
hubs of the Golden Mile, as well as effortless
connectivity to Mumbai’s suburbs and airport
via the Worli-Bandra Sea Link.
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A PARK SO RICH IN
EXPERIENCES,
A LIFETIME MIGHT
JUST BE ENOUGH
TO ENJOY IT.

A tree-lined reflection
avenue ushers you into
The Park – in grand style.
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Elegant tower lobby
overlooking The Park –
with a glass façade
inviting the outdoors in.

Your Audi Quattro deserves an appropriate
drop-off point. Behind, The Park rises on a hill
defined by 7 landscaped terraces.

Luxury Retail Zone – your gateway to the
world’s finest shopping and designer brands.
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Living in town has its perks – your very own townhouse
with a private pool & deck overlooking The Park.
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Get your daily dose of exercise and
sunshine – at our outdoor gym.

Kids’ play area with tree house
and other activities. The question is,
will your kids ever come home?

An organic garden to help you
eat fresh and stay healthy.

A royal game deserves
a royal setting.
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DEVELOPERS
THE LODHA GROUP
Established in 1980, the Lodha Group is India’s No. 1 real estate
developer. The Group is currently developing in excess of
35 million sq.ft. of prime real estate, with over 30 projects in and
around Mumbai, from Nepean Sea Road to Dombivali. The Group
has further extended its promise of luxury living with successful
projects in Hyderabad and Pune. The Lodha Group has several
landmark developments to its credit, including World One – the
world’s tallest residential tower, Lodha Bellissimo – the only
Indian residential development to feature amongst the top 1000
landscapes in the world, and Palava – India’s most livable city,
spread over 4,000 acres and located close to the upcoming
Navi Mumbai international airport. The Group has made history
by achieving the world’s first billion dollar pre-launch for a prime
South Mumbai project that received IPO style applications
exceeding ` 5,400 Cr.
The Group has also recorded the biggest land deal in India till
date, buying a plot for ` 4,053 crore, from the Mumbai Metropolitan
Region Development Authority (MMRDA), where it is developing
New Cuffe Parade, a world-class mixed use development set to
become the new city centre of Mumbai. Continuing to set new
benchmarks, the Group completed the acquisition of a 17-acre prime
land parcel in Worli for ` 2,725 Cr., the largest realty deal in 2012.
Pioneering new trends in the market, the Group introduced
CASA by Lodha, offering the mid-income consumer luxury homes
within easy reach. The Group also introduced the concept of
branded office spaces, with offerings at every level, from
world-class corporate offices to large-scale office campuses to
signature boutique offices for growing businesses. The Group’s
tremendous success has been marked by financial investments
from the finest global investors, including JP Morgan, Deutsche
Bank, HDFC Ventures and ICICI Ventures. The Group currently
employs over 3200 associates and provides site-based
employment to over 25,000 workers. And going beyond its role
as a premier real estate developer, the Lodha Group has been
a socially responsible corporate, focusing on education as the
best medium to enrich society.
OTHER ACCOMPLISHMENTS
• Mumbai’s most preferred Real Estate Brand – Morgan
Stanley Report, 2012
• Winner of Green Good Design Award 2012 for World One

• Winner of International Property Awards, 2012 in
association with Bloomberg
- Lodha Fiorenza, Mumbai for ‘Best high-rise development’
- Lodha Bellezza, Hyderabad for ‘Best high-rise architecture’
- Lodha Golflinks, Palava for ‘Best residential golf development’
• Good Practice UN Habitat Business Award for Integrated
Planning, for Casa Bella, an integrated township at Palava
• Best Developer involved in High-end Residential Properties
across India, by constructionsourceindia.com
• Leaders of Indian Infrastructure & Construction Award by
Economic Times ACETECH

COMMITMENT TO OUR COMMUNITIES
Lodha is a committed and responsible corporate citizen of
our society and makes significant efforts for the improvement
and upliftment of the areas and communities that it works in.
Over 2% of our annual profits are dedicated to social programs.

RELIGIOUS ACTIVITIES
Shri Sai Dham – Will cater to devotees who walk on foot
from Mumbai to Shirdi, a grand temple and resting place for all
devotees of Shirdi Sai Baba. Opening shortly on the MumbaiNasik Highway, near Thane.

LODHA FOUNDATION
The Foundation focuses on ensuring that every family is made
self-sufficient by ensuring that at least one member of the family
is employable. In order to achieve this goal, the Foundation has
a special focus on education and vocational training.

Lodha Dham – Catering to Jain saints who travel on foot from
Mumbai to the rest of India. Includes a temple, library, food
facilities and meeting place for devotees.

RECENT COMPLETED PROJECTS
Lodha Costiera, Nepean Sea Road | Lodha’s Château Paradis,
Worli Seaface | Lodha Bellissimo, Mahalaxmi | Lodha Aria,
East Parel | Lodha Grandeur, Prabhadevi | Lodha Palazzo, JVPD
Scheme, Juhu | Lodha One, JVPD Scheme, Juhu | Lodha Aurum,
Kanjurmarg | Lodha Imperia, Bhandup | Lodha Paradise, Thane
Lodha Aristo, Thane | Lodha Goldcrest, Lonavala | Casa Ultima,
Thane | Casa Essenza, Dahisar | Lodha Excelus, Mahalaxmi
Lodha Supremus, Worli | iTHINK by Lodha, Kanjurmarg | iTHINK
by Lodha, Thane | Boulevard Shopping, Thane

EDUCATION:
Chandresh Lodha Memorial School – Over 5000 students from
low income families receive high quality, subsidized education
through the two branches of the Chandresh Lodha Memorial
School in Dombivali and Nalasopara. The highest quality
education is provided at a fee of less than ` 500 per month,
ensuring that every child is able to access a brighter future
without regard for the current financial ability of his/her family.

ONGOING PROJECTS: OFFICE SPACES
Lodha Supremus, Upper Worli | Lodha Supremus, Powai
Lodha Supremus, Kanjurmarg | Lodha Supremus, Thane
ONGOING PROJECTS: RESIDENCES
Lodha Primero, Mahalaxmi | World One, Upper Worli
World Crest, Upper Worli | Lodha Venezia, Parel | Lodha Elisium,
New Cuffe Parade | Lodha Dioro, New Cuffe Parade
Lodha Evoq, New Cuffe Parade | Lodha Fiorenza, Goregaon
Lodha Aurum Grandé, Kanjurmarg | Lodha Luxuria, Thane
Lodha Aqua, Dahisar | Lodha Golflinks, Palava | Lodha Belmondo,
Pune | Lodha Bellezza, Hyderabad | Lodha Meridian, Hyderabad
Casa Ultima, Thane | Casa Royale, Thane | Casa Bella, Palava
Casa Bella Gold, Palava | Casa Rio, Palava | Casa Rio Gold, Palava
Casa Paradiso, Hyderabad

Lodha Foundation Scholarships – Each year, the Foundation
offers scholarships to over 1000 students from economically
disadvantaged backgrounds. The scholarships provide up to 75%
of the school fees and other education-related costs for students
who exhibit good academic performance.
VOCATION TRAINING
The Foundation conducts vocational training in a variety of
fields like computer programming, vehicle repair, mobile repair,
mehendi application, etc. Over 2000 people take advantage
of these courses each year, giving them life skills to ensure
long-term employment.

OTHER SOCIAL ACTIVITIES
Lodha Foundation’s Mumbai Ganpati – Celebrating the 10-day
festival of the Elephant God. Voted by Times of India as ‘Best
Ganpati Mandal’ (1st runner-up) in 2012.
• Lodha Foundation’s Ambulance Service
• Lodha Foundation’s Hearse Service
• Lodha Foundation’s Pilgrimage Services for Elderly Citizens
• Lodha Foundation’s Mahila Bachat Gat – Special savings
scheme for self-sufficiency of women from lower income
households
• Funds for upkeep of temples, schools and cremation centres
in needy areas
ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP
Lodha is committed to ensuring that development is achieved
with the greatest respect and reverence for Mother Nature,
in line with the ideals of our ancient scriptures.
Some of the Group’s initiatives include:
• One of Mumbai’s first completed Gold LEED rated
office building
• Mumbai’s first multi-tenant Platinum LEED office building
(under construction)
• Use of solar power through solar power farms at
various locations
• Rain-water harvesting at all developments
• Recycling of fresh water at all development
• Extensive landscaping and tree plantation at all developments
• Use of local materials for construction to minimize pollution
• Recycling of waste materials to conserve resources

PROJECTS TO COME
Residences at Altamount Road, Walkeshwar, Prabhadevi, Andheri
and Thane | Bungalows at Palava and Pune

All details valid as on July 2013
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PARTNERS
WOHA, SINGAPORE

P LANDSCAPE (PLA)

Led by world-renowned architects Wong Mun Summ and
Richard Hassell, WOHA is acclaimed for its integrated design,
encompassing master planning, architectural design and
landscapes. The firm’s portfolio spans commercial, residential,
hospitality, infrastructure, institutional, mixed-use and interior
projects across Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand, Indonesia,
Taiwan, Australia, Maldives and China. Yet, no two WOHA
designs are the same, as each project constitutes a specific
response to the potential of the project and the site.

A landscape design studio based in Bangkok, Thailand, PLA
is a creatively diverse team of landscape architects, designers,
horticulturists and artists, driven by unique and refreshing
ideas. The firm’s vision of landscape architecture goes beyond the
physical and functional aspects of a site, to integrate creativity,
culture and local heritage, while also enhancing the site’s existing
environment and ecology.

Combining technical expertise with artistic judgement and
sound common sense, WOHA creates diverse, innovative and
exciting settings, with each project contributing a humane
and desirable environment to the world. With its unique,
environmentally-sensitive design philosophy, WOHA has won
an extraordinary number of awards, for consistently providing
unique solutions to complex challenges in urban settings.
The towers, townhouses and bungalows built around The Park
exemplify WOHA’s unique approach to design, and epitomize the
finest in luxury living – with stunning views of the Arabian Sea
and the Mahalaxmi Racecourse, impeccable design, the finest
global fitments and finishes, and the most advanced home
automation and security. Making even an ordinary day at home,
an enriching experience.
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PLA specializes in high-end resort, hotel, and residential projects,
with a global presence across Thailand, China, the Middle East,
Maldives, the Fiji Islands and India.
With memorable landscapes that capture the unique essence
of a destination, every PLA landscape fosters a deep connection
between people and nature.
The Park, possibly PLA’s most ambitious project yet, presents the
challenge of creating an oasis of nature in an urban setting, with
vibrant life and activity, and a tapestry of experiences, seamlessly
interwoven to provide its users a richer life.
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SITE ADDRESS:
Opposite Hard Rock Café, next to Shree Simandhar
Swami Jain Temple, Worli, Mumbai 400 018.
CORPORATE ADDRESS:
Lodha Excelus, N.M. Joshi Marg, Mahalaxmi,
Mumbai 400 011.
www.theparkmumbai.com
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Disclaimer: This printed material does not constitute any form of an agreement and all purchases/leases shall solely be governed by the terms of the agreement for sale/lease.
All finishes are subject to change at the discretion of the Interior Designers, in the interest of continual improvement of the project. Conditions apply.
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